ON!TRACK IS THE DIGITAL SOLUTION TO OPTIMIZE YOUR BUSINESS

ON!Track combines the use of robust tags and a cloud based software to help you track all of your assets and their status anywhere, anytime on any device.

It also enables you to track all of your equipment and certificates, get notifications of your service maintenance schedules, know when you have to update employee certificates and to manage many more tasks in one place.

The total system solution, designed specifically for the construction industry.

ON!TRACK SOFTWARE

An easy to use, cloud-based and free smartphone app (iOS and Android) with unlimited users.

ON!TRACK HARDWARE

Assets are easily identified by using our portfolio of robust tags, which include adhesive, hanger tag, metal plate, and Bluetooth tags.

ON!TRACK ADVICE, TRAINING, & SUPPORT

On-site consultation, development of individual solution, full implementation with data upload and asset tagging, on-site training and best in class customer support.
ON!TRACK IS MORE THAN JUST TOOL TRACKING

Mobile App
Stay up-to-date on your assets, any time, anywhere

Identify Assets
Your assets are given unique identifications

Transfer Assets
Remove the need for updating your paper based solutions

Analyze Data
Make business decisions that make sense for your organization using concrete data

Searching Assets
Quick search for assets in your organization

Customize Location
Create and structure locations based on your needs

Check Inventory
Simple point-and-click exercise without any manual data entry

Documentation
Log certifications, licenses, service and repair dates, and receive email reminders
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HEAR WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS HAVE TO SAY:

Blakemen Steel: http://hilti.to/59q2gt
One Source: http://hilti.to/rbei7n

Customer Reviews

https://www.capterra.com/p/163550/ON-Track-Asset-Management/

SPEAK TO A HILTI ON!TRACK REPRESENTATIVE:

- Call: 1-866-879-4578
- Email: hnaontrack@hilti.com
- Schedule a meeting: https://asset.youcanbook.me